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ABSTRACT

An algebra of simple operators has been shown to be strongly dense in the algebra of all
bounded linear operators on function spaces of a compact (not necessarily abelian) group. Further,
it is proved that the same result is also true for L2(G) if G is a locally compact (not necessarily
compact) abelian group.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of harmonic analysis for operators was initiated by Karel Dc Leeuw ([1], [2]).
In [1], the class of almost invariant operators has been studied on function spaces of the circle
group and it was shown that these operators can be approximated in norm by a simple class of
operators. This simple class of operators is the algebra generated by multipliers and operators
defined as multiplication by characters. The proof for any compact abelian group is on the same
lines as indicated in [1}. The same proof shows that any bounded operator on the function spaces
can be approximated in the strong operator topology by the simple operators.

In the present paper we prove in Section 3 that any almost invariant operator on function
spaces of compact (not necessarily abeltan) groups can be approximated in norm by a simple class of
operators. We also observe that any bounded operator on these spaces can be strongly approximated
by the simple operators. In Section 4, we show that this strong approximation is true for L2(G)
even when G is non-compact but abelian.

2. DEFINITIONS AND SO M E BASIC PROPERTIES

The following definitions are from [5] and [6], Though it is customary to use multi-
plicative notation in non-abelian groups, for the sake of convenience we use the additive notation
throughout this paper.

Definition 2.1 By a Homogeneous Banach space B on a locally compact group G, we mean
a Banach space of functions defined (almost everywhere) on G satisfying the following;

(i) B is invariant under right translations; that is / £ B implies
where (Rzf)(y) = f{y - x) for jr e G.

e B for all x £ G,

(ii) The norm in B is translation invariant; that is, \\Rxf\\ = |[/|j for all x 6 G, f e B.

(iii) Functions in B translate continuously; that is. Urn \\Rxf - /II = 0 for every / € B.
x-»0

(iv) If G is abelian, we also assume that B is closed under multiplication by characters of G.

The familiar examples are the classical function spaces LP(,G); 1 < p < oa,Co(G) and
also the character invariant Segal algebras on G.

£( B) will denote the algebra of bounded linear operators on B.

Definition 2.2 An operator T e C(B) is said to be

(i) invariant (or a multiplier) if TB* = R*T for all z € G\
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(ii) almost invariant if lim \\TR* - Rx T\\ = 0; that is, the map x -> R-XTRX from G to

£(B) is norm continuous.

Let Co(B) and £.(B) denote the classes of invariant operators and almost invariant
operators respectively. The symbol Mv will denote the operator corresponding to pointwise mul-
tiplication by the function tp; that is, (Mvf) (x) - tp(x) f(x) for / g B and x G G, provided the
function M^f G B.

We need the following results in our further discussion. We omit the proofs as these can
be found in [5] and [6]. The case when G is the circle group is studied in [1].

Proposition 2.3 £0 (B) and £•( B) are closed subalgebras of £ (B) .

Proposition 2.4 Let B = LP(G), 1 < p < oo and <p 6 L°°(G), or B = CQ(G) andip a
bounded continuous function on G- Then Mv is almost invariant if and only if ip is equivalent (in
L°°(G)) to a uniformly continuous function.

Next we make the following observations needed in the sequel.

Lemma 2.5 Let G be a locally compact abelian group with dual G. Va&nM^Rz

fori e G , i G G.

Proof For / G B and j

Hence the lemma.

Lemma 2.6 Let G be a locally compact abelian group. Then M, UM. , G £o(B) f°r a n v

U eC0(B)

Proof

Hence

UM-,R-.X = (-x,

^ £ Co(B).

-1(x,i) by Lemma 2.5

3. AN APPROXIMATION THEOREM

Let G be a compact group (not necessarily abelian) with dual G. Let ( TTJ , Hx)\^ be the
irreducible representations of G and {pjy : X 6 G, 1 < i J < dim /f>} be the coordinate func-
tions. Let B be a Homogeneous Banach space on G. We assume that B is closed with respect to
multiplication by these coordinate functions. These conditions are satisfied in the case of the clas-
sical function spaces on G. We denote by M,*, the operator on B which is pointwise multiplication
b y <f>%-

We proceed to show that any T G £»( B) can be approximated in norm by a simple class
of operators. First we make an easy observation.

Lemma 3.1

measure on G.

If T G £«(B), then / R-x T Rx dx G £o(B), where dx denotes the Haar
Ja

Proof For y G G,

R-y ( f R^T iix dx) Rv= [ R-v R-x T Rx Ry dx
\Ja / Jc

= / R-(V+X)T HB+I dx
JG

= I R-z T Rzdx ,
Ja

by invariance of the Haar measure.

Hence
r

Ja ~z

Now we come to the approximation result.

Theorem 3.2 If T G £.{ B), then T is the norm limit of finite sums of the form I M,$ •

wherel /^€£o(fl) .

Proof Let

f
JG

where dt is normalized Haar measure on G. Note that the integral makes sense because of the
continuity of t —» R_t T Rt and the continuity of the coordinate functions.

First we will show that sp\j * T is a finite sum of the form £ A/*t Uy.



For / £ B and x € G,

( i ) = »>&(*- x - t)[T FUf]{x

by the multiplicative property of the coordinate functions;

where ¥>*t( x + t) is the complex conjugate of p*t( x + t);

Rtf]

where M^k denotes multiplication by ip^k. Thus

n

v)j{-t)R-tTRt = y

Therefore

i - l

ft.

t- i

lkf R-t (\f}k T) ft

Now JW^ G £ . ( 5 ) by Proposition 2.4 and so Mfk T € £,(B) by proposition 2.3. Hence by
Lemma 3.1,

f R-t (~MfkT) Rtdte £o(B) .

Thus tp$• * T is a finite sum of the form £ JW& t/^, where [/£• e £ 0 (B).

Now we choose ^ £ L ' ( G ) such that

\\1> + T-T\\< I-, where ^ . T = [ 4>(-t)R-tT R,dt .

By the Peter-Weyl Theorem, ̂ ' s form an orthonormal basis for L2(G).

So finite linear combinations of p*;-*s are dense in L2 (G) in the L'-norm, since || ||i,i < || | | ii.

Also L2 (G) is dense in L' (G). Hence finite linear combinations of ip\j 's are dense in L' (G).

Choose a finite linear combination of <py% say h, such that ||0 - h\\i <

Then

f •

Therefore

Also
h*T= \ \ "yCvij' *T), where h = V^ &if ¥>ij

fiate finite

with scalars o,y. Hence T is a limit of finite sums of the form Z M,*- UJj.

This completes the proof.

Remark 3.3 ForanyZ1 € £(B) and/ e B,theintegral(^ ;*D/ = / G <p^(-x)R-xTRTfdx
makes sense because of the continuity of x —» /J_, T Kx/. So we can consider the integral
{ip)j * r ) / a n d carry out the proof of Theorem 3.2 by evaluating the operators involved at / € B.
Thus we get the following conclusion: Any T € £( B) is the strong limit of finite sums of the form
Z Mfj (/•), where U^ £ Co(B).

If G is compact abelian, then the coordinate functions arc to be replaced by the characters
of G. So we get De Leeuw's approximation result as a consequence of Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 3.4 If G is compact abelian, then any T € £,( B) is the norm limit of finite sums
of the form 1 A/7 C/7, where 7 £ G and Un € £0 (B). Also any T E £( B) is the strong limit of
finite sums of the form Z Af7 UT

4. A STRONG APPROXIMATION RESULT

Let G be any locally compact abelian group. For ^ e G and U 6 £o(B), Af,C7 can
be written as U'M7 form some [/' € £o<B). To see this note that M7C/ = (M7t7 A/_7)M1 and
M7i7 M- , € £0 (B) by Lemma 2.6. Therefore finite sums of the form £ M7 (77 make an algebra
and in fact this is the algebra generated by {M,: 7 e G) U £0 (B) . If G is compact abelian, then
this algebra is strongly dense in £( B) as given in Corollary 3.4.

In this section we show that this is true for B = L2(G) even for locally compact (not
necessarily compact) abelian groups. In this case the above algebra turns out to be a '-algebra,
since £o(L2(<2)) is clearly a '-algebra and also M* = M_T Therefore the strong density of
this '-algebra in £(L 2(G)) is equivalent to saying that the Von Neumann algebra generated by
{ A f 7 : 7 G G } U £ 0 ( t 2 ( G ) ) equals£(L2(G)).

We formally state and prove this.

Proposition 4.1 Let G be a locally compact abelian group, then the Von Neumann algebra
generated by {M, : 7 £ G } u £ o U 2 ( G ) ) is£(L 2(G)) .



Proof Let M = {Mp : <p € L°°(G)}. We need the following facts:

(i) M is a maximal abelian subalgebraof £(L2( G)) (cf.[4], p.255, Ex.ll). In other words,
M = M''. (M' denotes the commutant of M).

(ii) {/ : / 6 L ' ( 6 ) } is || He-dense in Co(C) (cf.[3], p.9).

(iii) {M? : p G Co (G)} is dense in JW in the weak operator topology.

We now prove (iii) for the sake of completeness.

Take Mv E M, where p G L°°( (3).

It is a well-known fact that Co (G) is weak "-dense in L°°( G).

Therefore there exists a net {<f>a} in Co (G) such that <pa —t <p in the weak '-topology. This means

that
h forevery

JG

and so

f *>.
JG JO

in the weak operator topology.

/
JG JO

This means that < MVm g,h >-»< Mvg,h>; that is, Mp .

Hence (iii) is proved.

From (ii) and (iii) we get

(•) {Mj : / 6 i ' ( G ) } is dense in A/ in the weak operator topology.

SupposeTG C(L2(G)) commutes with all M^'s and the invariant operators.

Fo rany jeL 2 (G) ,

= / (-x,i) /(7> drs g(x), where d-y is Haar measure on G .

= f f{i){M-,9){x)dr, .
J&

Therefore

Since T M, = Mn T for <•/ e 6 , we get

TMj=M}T for all f e
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Hence by (*), T1 commutes with all the elements of M. Since M' = M,T = JWy, for some
î G L^iG). By assumption, T1 commutes with all invariant operators, in particular, with all

translation operators. In other words, for % £ G and/i e L2(G), (My, Rxh)(y) - (RxMj,h)(y)
almost everywhere. That is, i>(y)h{y - x) = i>(y — x)h(y — x). This implies that ^ is constant.

Thus an operator that commutes with all M7's and the invariant operators is a scalar multiple of
the identity operator.

Now the assertion follows by the Double Commutant Theorem.

Hence the proof.

Remark 4.2 We do not know whether this strong approximation holds in the case of Lp( G), p ^
2 when G is non-compact abelian.

Remark 4.3 In the proof of Proposition 4.1, we have actually shown that the Von Neumann
algebra generated by {M7 : 7 e G) U {Rz : x 6 G) is £( L1 (G)).
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